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Yes, I got my hands dirty.  And you did not? 
I have lied, betrayed, plotted.  I have also killed.   
Why that face? I did what I had to do.  Power is 

a capricious god: it demands a continuous tribute 
of blood and of love.  I sacrificed on its altar my 
youth, a beloved sister, my only son. 

I got my hands dirty.  You did not?
Who has never broken a promise?  Who has 

never revealed a secret?
Who has never stood silent in the face of 

injustice, out of fear and out of weakness? Who 
has not realized in shame that they are capable 

of forbidden emotions—jealousy, rancor, petty 
envy—toward the friend on whom fortune always 
smiles?

Who has never pretended not to see the 
loneliness that deserves to be relieved with a 
gentle look, a word, an outstretched hand.

I have shifted  wives and allies with the wind. 
Yesterday I was an unknown young man, today 
I am the most powerful man in the world, 
tomorrow a name forgotten by  history.  Such is 
war, such is life.

Yes, I got my hands dirty.  And you did not?

The Augustus of Labicana Street is a marble statue 

over six feet high.  It represents Octavian Augustus 

in the garments of the Pontifex Maximus.  Today it 

can be found in the National Museum of Rome, in the 

Palazzo Massimo.  Augustus wears a veil on his head, 

as prescribed when celebrating a sacrifice, as well as 

the toga and leather boots reserved for members of 

the senate.  It is likely that in his left hand he held 

a roll of papyrus and in his right a small vessel 

for libations, the offerings of wine to the gods.  The 

Pontifex Maximus was the highest priest of ancient 

Rome.  This portrait was carved between 12 BC, the 

year in which Augustus obtained the title, and the 

beginning of the 1
st

 century AD.  

Fig. 1. Augustus of Labicana Street 

(photo by Agnese Lena).
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Hey you, down there in the corner! Yes, I’m 
talking to you, the tired fighters. 

You who fall, and get to your feet again. You 
who say “I can’t take it anymore,” and then clench 
your fists and your teeth and continue to fight. 

You who study, you who work, you who are 
looking for work and you who have lost your jobs, 
you who have invented one because imagination 
is the only weapon of our species. 

You who rise at four to warm the milk bottle 
and you who enjoy your solo journey. 

You who look for love and you who build it 
together, day by day, with effort and trust.  

You who fight against a relentless illness, you 
who ask “but why me?” you who have lost so 

much, you who have lost everything.  You who 
shout out your right to be different, you who are 
comfortable with who you are.  

You who have nostalgia, you who have regrets, 
you who have big dreams and you who are too 
tired to dream again.   

To all of you I say: on your feet!  The fight is not 
finished; the ref/arbiter awaits.

Tomorrow the bruises will have faded, the 
blood dried.  Only the immense applause of the 
crowd will remain.  Who is a greater hero than 
the fallen who gets up again?

The “Boxer at Rest” is a bronze statue from the 4
th

 

century C.E. attributed to the famous sculptor Lisippus 

or one of his followers. Today one can find it in Rome, 

in the Roman National Museum.  The boxer, just over 

four feet tall, is resting after an encounter. His body is 

muscular, but a bit of fat and his facial features reveal 

his mature age: he is probably an athlete at the end of 

his career.  He is still wearing his leather gloves, which 

are ornamented with fur and metal studs. Copper 

blood drips from the wounds on his face, his arms, and 

his legs.  His ears are swollen. The sculpture was found 

on the slopes of the Quirinale in 1885 and probably 

comes from the Baths of Constantine, where it was 

intentionally buried in ancient times.

Fig. 1. The Boxer, detail (photo by Agnese Lena).
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Hey you, who are you now? 
I don’t recognize those thin fingers, the lights 

and shadows that flicker in your eyes, in your 
smile. You are so lean and tall, all bones and 
sinews. Tense.

You talk in bursts, then nothing for days. You 

love and hate with unbridled passion. You have 
thoughts much too big for your growing heart. 

Are you well? Are you ill? I can no longer read 
your emotions. 

A hug won’t be enough to drive away your 
demons: you turn your face away to keep from 
being kissed, you slip through my fingers like 
running water. 

You are a creature of opposites, made of joy and 
sorrow.

Have you lost your way? Why don’t you want to 
give me your hand to find it again? 

When you smile you are still my child. Once 
more I see your round cheeks, your missing teeth, 
your sticky hands. I hear the echo of your wild 
laughter and furious cries against the arbitrary 
injustice of adults. 

I wish I could get your hair out of your eyes. 

Fig. 1. The Evening Shadow Figure 

(source: Wikimedia Commons).

Fig. 2. Detail of the Evening Shadow Figure 

(source: Wikimedia Commons).
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Why don’t you let me cut just that little bit? 
You’ve always been so handsome! Oh, I can’t say 
that anymore?

By now we’re speaking different tongues. 
Hey you, I want my child back! 

The Evening Shadow is an Etruscan statue in 

bronze from the Hellenistic period, on view today at 

the Guarnacci Etruscan Museum in Volterra. The 

original function of the work is still uncertain: it may 

have been a votive offering, a depiction of a deity, or 

perhaps the reproduction of a sculpture’s elongated 

shadow projected on the ground.  One hypothesis is 

that the statue was originally placed horizontally 

rather than vertically. The height of the statue is 57.5 

cm. Its unusually elongated form, eerily “modern,” has 

influenced artists like Alberto Giacometti and inspired 

novels and reproductions.
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They wanted to cross the sea, and instead the sea 

swallowed they. It was happening yesterday, it still 

happens today, all too often, in the Mediterranean. 

Above.  Below.
Concepts now abstract, and remote.  Laws that 

applied on the solid earth of the living. 
I have crossed the thresholds of Poseidon, a 

clay doll in the hands of that god. I will not feel 

Fig. 1. The crater of the shipwreck.
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anymore the weight of my tired, sweating body, 
, the sting of rocks under my worn-out shoes, 
the fatigue of walking on a sunbaked road. The 
song of the oarsmen has faded away, the birds are 
silent under the immense sky.  I do not taste the 
salty wind or smell the pungent aroma of the pine 
grove.  I will never again taste, with closed eyes, 
the aroma of bread.

Friends, please, do not forget my name!
In my throat I have the salt of all the oceans, it 

burns my eyes, my tongue, my heart.  I float in a 
dark blue world that swallows up every light.

Who dances in these abysses of death?  Lithe 
bodies brush against me with an icy touch, they 
tighten their circle around me.

Are they fish? Monsters of Styx? Specters of 
voyagers drowned in this shimmering and cruel 
sea, alone with their hopes, invoking with stifled 
cries the names of their lands and their native 
gods?

Friends, please, do not forget my name!
The waves will toss my bones, far from the 

flowers and cries of my loved ones. [can we get 
“peace” in here?  Because it’s about burial rights.] 

If I could only rest below the fig tree in the 
courtyard, cradled by the voices of the people of 
the house…

There is not a man more courageous under the 

sun than he who abandons a safe harbor to chase 
a dream.

Friends, please, do not forget my name! 

The Crater of the Shipwreck is a vase of the late 

geometric style dated to the end of the 8th century 

B.C.., which comes from the island of Pithecusa 

(“monkey island”), modern Ischia.  It was used to 

mix wine and water during banquets and symposia.  

Found in the necropolis of San Montano, it is the 

most famous artifact of the Pithecusa Archaeological 

Museum, together with the celebrated Cup of Nestor.  

It is famous for two reasons: Because it is the most 

ancient vase, of all those found in Italy, painted with 

figures and not only with geometric motifs, and 

for the scene of a shipwreck that is among the few 

that have reached us from the Greek world.  It is a 

spectacular scene: their ship upside down, the sailors 

seek safety by swimming and floundering among 

the fish, while one of them is already about to be 

devoured by an enormous fish.  

Pithecusa was the first Greek colony in the West.  

It was a place that the Greeks had reached with 

difficulty after many shipwrecks, and it was a base 

for trading with the Etruscans, which again entailed 

facing other dangers and risking other shipwrecks.  

The Crater tells all about these great sailors: all their 

daring, and all their fears.
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I am flying. Or maybe not? 
I have left earth but not touched water.  I dive 

but I am not falling.  I am not man any, I am not 
bird nor fish.

When did I take the leap? A moment ago, a 
year….  Time is strange and cruel: my life has been 
the flutter of a wing compared to this immense 
instant. 

A drop of fresh resin: it oozes, runs on the 
trunk; it thickens and slows, , it stops.  And here 

I am, the diver, a helpless insect frozen in amber 
for eternity.

But I am alive, yes, I am alive.  Or maybe not?
I do not feel the air on my skin.  I do not fear 

the cold slap of the water.  How many times have 
I leapt?

Do I know how to swim?  I don’t remember.  
The voice of my mother, the music of banquets, 
the taste of wine, the challenges of love: everything 
grows remote, fades away…

Fig. 1. Tomb of the Diver, Detail from the underside of the top slab of the grave (source: Wikimedia Commons).
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I do not feel fear I am at peace.  The sea is calling 
me.  I have chosen to asnwer.

I would have been able to fight it, of course; 
to fight, to lose, and to fall like a stone in the 
turbulent waters. I preferred instead to meet my 
destiny with a final dive, the most elegant.

I’ve never been this alive before.
I close my eyes.  This is the end.
Or maybe not?

In 2018 Paestum celebrated the 50th anniversary 

of the discovery of the Tomb of the Diver, famous 

for its splendid and enigmatic paintings.  A beautiful 

exhibition, curated by Gabriel Zuchtriegel, the directory 

of the Archaeological Park of Paestum, illustrated the 

many possible meanings of these images, and how the 

various interpretations are linked to different points of 

view.  

The tomb owes its name to the scene painted on the 

inside face of the slab that closes it.  Yes, that’s right: 

the inside face.  No one would have been able to admire 

the frescoes after the funeral ceremony, which was 

held sometime around 470 BC.  This was the first 

tomb decorated with figurative scenes anywhere in the 

ancient Greek world.

But why a diver?  It is not a scene of competition, 

given that swimming was not yet a sport at that time.  

More likely, the fresco depicts the dive into a new life on 

the other side, a life in which the official Greek religion 

did not believe, but which was the core [core/center – 

literally pivot] of the many esoteric creeds successfully 

spread throughout Magna Grecia during this era.  It 

was believed that after death one could acquire bliss 

and forms of knowledge that were unthinkable in life.  

Therefore it was necessary to face the great leap, the 

dive into the unknown.  In death, courage was needed—

as also in life. 
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A new day! 
A new day, and I am still stuck here pulling my 

weight.
The light spreads across the sleeping earth, 

awakening plants and beasts with a gentle touch. 

From every forest and every roof, voices of birds 
sing the anthem in his honor: an ancient ritual of 
a thousand dawn.

On the chariot, the disk burns, blinding and 

Fig. 1. The Trundholm Sun Chariot (source: Wikimedia Commons).

The Trundholm Sun Chariot
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terrible in its divine splendor.  I feel the grip of the 
heat on my hocks, the acrid odor of burning hair.

Who will free me from the yoke?
Heroes save kings and virgins of noble blood, no 

one gets their hands dirty for a horse exhausted by 
endless servitude. 

I will never again gallop free across the heavenly 
prairies, placating my hunger and thirst with grass 
soft from dew.  My hoofs are worn to the bone, 
the earth a mirage far below. 

Day and night, between the clouds and the stars, 
the chariot of the sun never arrests its course.  
Now he shows his glowing side, now his dark 
one.  Every medal has two sides…

So it has been and will be, until the end of the 
world.

Who will free me from the yoke?

The Trundholm Sun Chariot (or Solvognen), found 

in 1902 on the island of Selandia in Denmark, dates 

back to the XV-XIV century BC.   

The chariot and the horse were cast in bronze with 

the lost wax method.

The disc, nearly 10 inches wide, presents a single 

golden face: it is believed to represent the sun in its daily 

journey across the sky, while the other side depicts the 

sun “extinguished” during the night.  Today this work 

can be found in the National Museum of Copenhagen.
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